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ok. let's play fallout 4 in a modded way: open a game file with the mod that allows mods. open the save file. if you're lucky, the xml file will already exist. if not, it will be created. go to the directory's tab. take the path to the backup plugin (the one with the '.backup' extension). drag and drop it into the file and hit save. done! lines: i have selected 0 to be the version
number i have selected 1 to have an id i have selected 2 to use the mod's folder as targetdirectory i have selected 3 to create backups of the plugins i have selected 4 to know when some changes could be ignored i have selected 7 to be the save name i have selected 8 to have a confirmed fallout 4 save editor load the configuration file in xedit. you might have to open
the config file in notepad to be able to add it to xedit by drag and drop. known bugs:https://bugs.launchpad.net/unity-lens-gdrive/+bugs?field.tag=2.0-alpha.1 grab a copy of your save file and overwrite it with the latest version. reboot and it should pick up the changes from the save file. each player is guaranteed to own a complete set of the ten pre-determined items in
the game. for example: if you choose the helmet, sword, battle-axe, and pick-axe, then all people playing the game will start with those items. if you go with a single weapon, any other weapon the other player happens to have will be added automatically when the game loads. if you want to play a campaign, first you will need to set up a multiplayer save. in the options

menu, set the multiplayer save to the 'campaign playthrough'. you must set the multiplayer save to 'campaign playthrough', as that's the only save type that has gameplay. if you just set it to 'quick play', the game will not save and revert to any of your previous saves.
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fallout 4 was very early access, which means that it had "the broken steel" dlc, which added in a bunch of new gameplay mechanics, armor, weapons, weapons mods and stuff. since then, fallout 4 has been released and has been a huge part of bethesda's massive online game, which is still going strong. bethesda is using a patching system for this, so you can pause the
game, press 'e' to get to the main menu, and load a save while the main menu is still open. once you've loaded a game, the save will go into a save slot, and you can navigate there from the main menu. in fallout 76, camps are a bit of a pain to build, but they can be a lot of fun. camps are a new addition to the game, and there are also some other new features, like the

ability to move your camp to a new location, and build it into a box shape. in skyrim, when you pass a certain point on your character's levelling path, you can get access to skill books. these are basically bookcases full of different skill boosts, which range from things like hit points to your chosen weapon dealing extra damage. a month before fallout 4 was released,
bethesda gave fans some nice sneak peek of what you could expect from the game. and the best part is that they're coming back for a fifth anniversary celebration called fallout 76. the main focus of the new game is the new settlement system. in this post we'll take a quick look at what it means, how to play and where you'll find it. the world as you know it is a

dangerous place full of warring factions, mutated creatures and powerful artifacts. rebuild america: a complete renovation of the wasteland and all that have survived the fall. your mission is to lead a team of vault dwellers in a journey to the lost west coast and discover the source of the deadly irradiated water. you will deal with the consequences of your past and
rediscover your forgotten purpose in life. explore america's west coast on your quest to save humanity: in wasteland, the world is a dangerous place, full of warring factions, mutated creatures, rogue groups, and powerful artifacts. old friends have changed, and others are new. you must choose your path and develop your own skills, as you embark on a dangerous
journey westward to the colorado border. with the game coming out in november, things are still a bit up in the air, but we'll have some good news soon. a lot of gamers are excited about it, and understandably so. it promises to be an interesting new chapter in the fallout series. with that said, though, here is the lowdown on the new fallout 76 skills. 5ec8ef588b
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